VALLEY FOLD

UNTUCK LAYER

BRING LAYER TO FRONT

SLING OVER, INCORPORATING A REVERSE FOLD

FOLD LAYER UP AND SQUASH

LIKE SO. NEXT STEPS INVOLVE THE FORMATION OF THE FEET.

REVERSE FOLD

REVERSE FOLD

REVERSE FOLD
18. REVERSE FOLD

20. OPEN OUT

24. FOLD BACK UP AND REVERSE FOLD

22. TWO REVERSE FOLDS

21. FOLD DOWN

24. FOLD ACROSS

25. REPEAT STEPS 9-24 ON OTHER SIDE.

26. LINE 50 TURN OVER

27. FOLD TO CENTRE. A SMALL SQUASH FOLD IS NEEDED AT THE TOP.
VALENCY FOLD TOP LAYER J ANGLE IS ABOUT 1/3 RD FOLD IN HALF

REVERSE FOLD

REVERSE FOLD

OPEN OUT HEAD

FOLD ARM FLAP FORWARD. REPEAT BEHIND

RAIL-EAR FOLD TO FORM ARM. REPEAT BEHIND
35. Fold down. Repeat behind.

36. Unstick a small part of the rear thigh.

37. Forming the feet

   (left foot = right foot is mirror image)

38. Reverse fold lateral two toes.

39. Outside reverse fold medial toe.

40. Pinch to narrow leg.

41. Finish up left leg. Repeat with right leg.
1. Tuck inside
2. Tuck inside
3. Curl claws
4. Crimp asymmetrically - this locks the back

Finished Deinonychus